
REALTOR AND LENDER GUIDE: 
Common Mortgage Fraud Schemes And 
How to Identify Them



Mortgage fraud schemes are a type of fraud that typically involves misrepresenting information 
to a financial institution, often for the purposes of obtaining a loan. However, such schemes can 
also be aimed at obtaining a reduced payoff amount, more favorable repayment terms, or some 
other nefarious purpose.

Banks and other mortgage lenders aren’t the only victims of these schemes either. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and other authorities now also consider instances of fraud that 
target distressed homeowners to be mortgage fraud schemes.

When it comes to mortgage fraud, the FBI primarily focuses on large-scale frauds perpetrated by 
organized crime and industry insiders, including attorneys, brokers, appraisers and even realtors. 

The FBI classifies mortgage fraud as a sub-category of Financial Institution Fraud (FIF), a class 
of criminal schemes that target banks, credit unions and other federally-insured institutions. 
According to the FBI, many of these schemes involve the compromise of customer accounts or 
personal identifying information (PII), and therefore, the customers are considered victims, in 
addition to the financial institutions.

WHAT ARE MORTGAGE FRAUD SCHEMES?



FRAUD FOR PROFIT 
Those who commit this type of 
mortgage fraud are often industry 
insiders using their specialized 

knowledge or authority to commit or facilitate 
fraud. Current investigations and widespread 
reporting indicate a high percentage of mortgage 
fraud involves collusion by industry insiders, 
such as bank officers, appraisers, mortgage 
bankers, attorneys, loan originators and other 
professionals engaged in the industry. Fraud for 
profit aims not to secure housing, but rather to 
misuse the mortgage lending process to steal 
cash and equity from lenders or homeowners. 
The FBI prioritizes Fraud for Profit cases.

FRAUD FOR HOUSING
 This type of fraud is typically 

represented by illegal actions taken 
by a borrower motivated to acquire 

or maintain ownership of a house. The borrower 
may, for example, misrepresent income and asset 
information on a loan application or entice an 
appraiser to manipulate a property’s appraised 
value.

TWO CATEGORIES OF MORTGAGE FRAUD SCHEMES:
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Mortgage fraud schemes can be divided into two categories: 1) fraud for profit, and 2) fraud for housing. 
Below are descriptions from the FBI explaining the difference between them.



MORTGAGE FRAUD SCHEMES ARE ON THE RISE

According to the CoreLogic® National Mortgage Application Fraud Risk Index (National Index), mortgage 
fraud is on the rise. The National Index increased to 132 for Q1 2017, the highest it’s ever been since it 
was created in 2010, when there were tighter “post-crisis” controls on mortgage application standards.

CoreLogic’s Mortgage Fraud Risk Index is calculated from the aggregation of individual loan application 
fraud risk scores during the previous quarter. Score compilations are calculated for the 100 highest-
populated Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSA) in the US, and the 15 CBSAs with the highest Fraud Risk for 
the most recent quarter are shown in rank order.

CoreLogic recently reported that 12,718 of 2016 mortgage applications contained indications of fraud.  
That was .70 percent of all mortgage applications in the U.S. 



THE COSTS OF MORTGAGE FRAUD SCHEMES

The total dollar costs of mortgage fraud are hard to gauge; however, some experts believe it is well into 
the trillions annually. The FBI reported that research conducted in 2010 showed that $10 billion in loans 
were originated from fraudulent loan applications, and that is just one type of mortgage fraud. 

The costs of mortgage fraud go well beyond the costs of each mortgage. When financial institutions are 
the target, for example, they have to pay operational costs associated with collections and foreclosure of 
the property, repairing and reselling it, and legal fees.

The FBI reports that mortgage fraud both impacts various economic conditions, such as housing 
construction, housing prices and inventory, real estate sales, and bank failures. 

According to the National Crime Prevention Council, not only does mortgage fraud adversely impact the 
economy and businesses, but it also affects real people – homeowners, families and communities.



THE TOP TEN STATES FOR MORTGAGE FRAUD

Mortgage fraud occurs all over the U.S. However, 
based on the 2016 Mortgage Fraud Report by 
CoreLogic, these were the states with the highest 
mortgage fraud risks:

1. Florida
2. New York
3. New Jersey
4. Hawaii
5. District of Columbia
6. Nevada
7. California
8. Georgia
9. Maryland
10. Delaware

The states with the biggest year-over-year 
increase in mortgage fraud risk were:

1. Kansas
2. Maine
3. Wisconsin
4. Nebraska
5. Arkansas

Highest mortgage fraud risks

Biggest year-over-year increase in mortgage fraud risk



COMMON MORTGAGE FRAUD SCHEMES

Would you be able to recognize a mortgage fraud scheme? And if you did suspect a client you were 
working with was participating in a scheme, would you know what to do?

To better help you identify some of the most common mortgage fraud schemes being perpetrated today, 
here are some of the most common schemes being used by white collar criminals, each followed by a list 
of warning signs to help you recognize a scheme. 

The best defense to prevent becoming a victim or an unwitting participant in such schemes is to educate 
yourself so you can easily recognize one when you see the warning signs.



LOAN MODIFICATION SCHEMES
Target: Homeowners

Perpetrators pretend to assist homeowners delinquent on their mortgages by offering to renegotiate 
their loan terms with the lender. They usually demand large upfront fees and either negotiate 
unfavorable terms for the homeowner or negotiate nothing at all. The homeowner often ends up 
losing their home.

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• Third-party company acts as intermediary for borrower

• Company charges excessive upfront fees

• Borrowers are directed to avoid contact with their mortgage servicers or lenders

• The borrower quit claims property title to a third party
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LOAN ORIGINATION FRAUD SCHEMES
Target: Lenders

In these schemes, the loan application and supporting materials contain information that is intentionally 
misrepresented in order to qualify for a loan. Such information can cover assets, employment, income, 
and occupancy (identifying a second home or investment property as a primary residence). The 
misrepresentation includes submission of altered or forged documentation. Mortgage loan origination 
fraud is divided into two categories: fraud for property/ housing and fraud for profit. 

Fraud for property/housing involves misrepresentations by the applicant to purchase a property for 
their primary residence. It usually consists of a single loan and the intent to repay the loan. 

Fraud for profit generally involves multiple loans and elaborate schemes perpetrated to gain illicit 
proceeds from property sales.
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Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• Assets do not align with reported income

• Account lists other undisclosed owners in 
addition to borrower

• Bank statements are not in the borrower’s name

• Bank statements do not reflect withdrawal of 
earnest money deposit

• Employment information does not match 
across different loan documents or previous 
applications

• Employer’s name is similar to borrower’s name

• Area code of employer does not match with 
geographic location of given address

• Internet search of employer’s phone number 
references back to broker/loan officer or some 
other third party involved in the mortgage 
transaction

• Occupation does not align with reported income

• Number of professional years or current 

position years in employment does not align 
with reported income

• W-2, paystubs, or 1099 do not match with IRS 
tax return records

• Employer and employee names are not printed 
on paychecks or paystubs

• SSI, Medicare, and tax deductions do not 
calculate properly

• Property is a significant or unrealistic commute 
distance from employer

• Appraisal report uses comparable sales or listing 
from properties involving the same seller or real 
estate broker as the subject property

• Appraisal report omits better matched 
comparables

• Seller has owned the property for or is a trust or 
LLC

• Additional credit inquiries on the credit report

• Open trade lines appear on the credit report but 
not on the loan application



FORECLOSURE RESCUE SCHEMES
Target: Homeowners

Perpetrators seek out homeowners who are in foreclosure or at risk of mortgage default and mislead 
them into believing that they can save their home by transferring the deed to the name of an 
investor. Then the perpetrator sells the property to an investor or “straw borrower,” creating equity 
using a fraudulent appraisal and stealing the seller proceeds or fees paid by the homeowners. In this 
type of scheme, the homeowners are sometimes told they can remain on the property and pay rent 
for a year or more and then repurchase the property once their credit and financial situation has 
improved. However, the perpetrators then fail to make the mortgage payments and the property 
usually goes into foreclosure.

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• The borrower has paid someone to negotiate with the servicer on their behalf

• The borrower states that they are sending their mortgage payments to a third party

• Borrower receives a purchase offer which is greater than the listing price

• Borrower states that they will be renting back from new owner

• The borrower quit claimed (any portion of) title to a third party at the advice of a foreclosure 
specialist

• The borrower’s signature is inconsistent between the short sale contract and loan origination 
documents

• The borrower has recently updated their contact information

• The borrower claims they do not have to pay because the mortgage is invalid (debt elimination)
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STRAW BUYER SCHEMES
Target: Lenders

In this type of scheme, the perpetrators get a “straw buyer” to obtain a mortgage loan for them to 
hide their identity or the true nature of the transaction. Mortgage payments are usually made by an 
entity other than the borrower and the loan is usually defaulted soon after it is obtained. In most 
cases, the buyer does not actually intend to occupy the home and no real estate agent is used. 

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• A  boiler plate contract with limited insertions

• Income, savings and/or credit patterns are inconsistent with the applicant’s profile

• Inconsistent signatures throughout the file

• Use of gift funds for down payment or closing costs

• Title to the property is transferred after the closing
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AIR LOAN SCHEMES
Target: Lenders

In these schemes, brokers invent both borrowers and properties, establish accounts for payments 
and maintain custodial accounts for escrows. They may establish an office with a bank of telephones, 
each one used as fake employer, appraiser, credit agency, and so on, to fraudulently deceive creditors 
who attempt to verify information on loan applications.

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• Many of the same warning signs associated with straw buyer schemes

• No real estate agent is employed (fictitious transaction)

• Mortgage payments are made by an entity other than the borrower

• Common payer among loans in scheme

• Common mailing address among loans in scheme

• Unable to independently validate chain of title

• The lender is experiencing financial distress
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REVERSE MORTGAGE OR HOME EQUITY CONVERSION 
MORTGAGE (HECM) SCHEMES
Victim: Homeowner

These schemes vary, but in a typical scenario, perpetrators manipulate a senior citizen into obtaining 
a reverse mortgage loan on their home and then keep the loan proceeds for themselves. In many 
instances, the perpetrators of these schemes have an existing relationship with the senior. For 
example, they may be a relative or a caregiver.

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• The senior claims he/she received the house free from a “special government program”

• Distressed property is quit claimed to the senior just prior to the reverse mortgage loan 
application

• There is a power of attorney on behalf of the senior

• A caregiver or family member appears to be coaching the senior

• The power of attorney is held by a caregiver but the senior has relatives (children, grandchildren)

• The senior has no prior home ownership

• ‘For Sale’ signs in the yard

• Appraisal photos suggest the property is vacant

• Appraisal uses comparable sales that are outdated or outside of the property’s neighborhood
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BUY AND BAIL SCHEMES
Target: Lenders

The perpetrators of these schemes are homeowners who want to get out of a home when they 
owe more on a property than it’s worth because the property value has dropped. The homeowner 
will apply for a purchase money mortgage on another home, and after the new property has been 
secured, they allow the first home to go into foreclosure.

The homeowner typically reports that they plan to rent out the first home, but:

• They have never been a landlord before

• They have minimal or no equity in the original property

• They are unable to validate lease terms with the purported tenant

• They have a pre-existing relationship with the purported tenant
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SILENT SECOND SCHEMES
Target:  Lenders

In these schemes, the buyer and seller (or some other third party) have developed a borrower-lender 
relationship which is not disclosed to the lender. In other words, the seller of the property (or the 
third party) loans money to the buyer for the home down payment, while the buyer misleads the 
lender into believing that the down payment money is their own saved money. In essence, the buyer 
has taken out a second mortgage on the home that’s hidden from the lender.

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• The closing documents may reference a separate loan

• The buyer may be asked to sign two sales contracts so that the documentation provided to the 
lender omits mention of the silent second mortgage

• The transaction includes a minimum down payment, has the seller pay the closing costs, or offers 
prepaid cash deposits or closing credits that go unrecorded
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SHORT SALE FLIP SCHEMES
Target:  Lenders

There are different types of short sale flip schemes. In general, in these schemes, perpetrators 
manipulate a short sale lender into approving a short payoff, knowing that they have a buyer waiting 
to purchase the property at a significantly higher sales price, from which they will profit.

The below information from Fannie Mae can help you identify characteristics of several variations of 
this type of scheme:

Short Sale Flip: Title Issues –Transfer to Business, LLC or Trust

 Short Sale Loan:

• The borrower is not in title to the property on the date the short sale closes

• Short sale HUD-1 dated after title transferred to third party, yet borrower is listed as seller

• The borrower is transferring title to a business, trust or LLC

 End Purchase Loan:

• The seller is not the recorded title holder

• The seller on the sales contract does not match current owner on appraisal or vesting on title

• The title commitment is dated prior to the sales contract or initial loan application

• Title commitment requires additional deeds be recorded to perfect ‘current vested owner’

Short Sale Flip: Bait-and-Switch with ‘Decoy HUD-1’

• The seller is netting significant cash

• Title reflects outstanding significantly higher liens than amounts to be paid on the HUD-1

• All liens reflected on title are not being paid on the HUD-1
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PONZI/INVESTMENT CLUB/CHUNKING SCHEMES
Target:  Investors

In these schemes, properties with artificially inflated prices are pitched as investment opportunities to 
naïve real estate investors who are promised inflated high returns and low risks. Often the investors 
have to join a club and/or pay some type of club fee to participate in the investment transaction. 

Other warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• The lack of a real estate agent’s participation

• Property was recently in foreclosure, or acquired at REO sale at a much lower sales price

• Seller offers to manage these rental properties

• Borrower may have been told that the seller or the “club” would make mortgage payments

• Borrower purchased multiple properties simultaneously, but did not disclose other loans in 
process to their lender (“shot-gunning”); watch for credit inquiries

• The appraised value is fraudulently inflated (illegal property flipping)

• Renovations performed by firms owned by members of the investment club
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AFFINITY SCHEMES
Target:  Investors

Affinity fraud is a form of investment fraud in which the fraudster preys upon members of identifiable 
groups, such as religious or ethnic communities, language minorities, senior citizens or professional 
groups. The fraudsters in affinity schemes are typically members – or present themselves as 
members – of the same group. They enlist respected community or religious leaders from within 
the group to spread the word about the scheme, by convincing those people that the fraudulent 
investment is worthwhile. These schemes involve exploitation of the trust and friendship that exist 
in groups of people who have a common bond. Because of the tight-knit structure of many groups, 
these schemes are difficult for law enforcement officials to detect. Often times the victims try to 
work out a solution within the group rather than report the scheme to authorities. Affinity fraud 
is considered mortgage fraud if the investment is to acquire a mortgage loan, and affinity fraud 
schemes often involve Ponzi schemes.

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• Parties to the transaction (loan officer, closer, realtor, borrower, appraiser, etc) have a common 
bond

• Common surnames for multiple parties to the transaction

• Large gifts from group members as the source of down payment

• The borrower works for what appears to be a member of the group

• Common tactics include the use of straw buyers, falsified gift funds and altered employment or 
asset documentation.
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PROPERTY FLIPPING SCHEMES
Target:  Lenders and/or Homeowners

In these schemes, property is purchased and resold quickly at an artificially inflated price obtained by 
using a fraudulently inflated appraisal. Flips aimed at deceiving lenders may involve straw buyers, but 
in some cases, the flips victimize naïve home buyers. 

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• The seller very recently acquired the property, or is acquiring it concurrent with the current 
transaction

• No real estate agent is employed (non arms-length transaction)

• Property was recently in foreclosure, or acquired at REO sale at a much lower sales price

• The appraised value is fraudulently inflated

• The appraiser frequently uses other property flips as comparables (examine comparable 
properties’ sales histories)

• Owner listed on appraisal and/or title may not match the seller on the sales contract

• Refinance transaction utilized to payoff private short-term financing
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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE LOAN SCHEMES
Target:  Lenders

Perpetrators of these schemes are owners of distressed commercial real estate who obtain financing 
by creating bogus leases and using these fake leases to exaggerate the building’s profitability, thus 
inflating their appraisal values using the income-method approach. Lenders are tricked into extending 
loans to the owner, but since the owner doesn’t have the reported cash flow, property repairs 
are neglected. And usually by the time the commercial loans are in default, the lender is left with 
dilapidated and unusable or difficult-to-rent commercial property. 

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• Leases are not supported by business licenses and other records

• Appraisals seem inflated appraisal

• No documentation of commercial improvements

• Neighborhood where property is located experienced a decrease or no appreciation in real estate 
value consistent with the leases and inflated appraisal values
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BUILDER BAILOUT/CONDO CONVERSION SCHEMES
Target:  Lenders 

Builder Bailout: Builders are the perpetrators of these schemes, which usually occur when they are 
in over their head in a home building construction situation and they want to cut their losses. They 
find buyers who obtain loans for the homes, even though they don’t intend to live there. The buyers 
then allow the properties to go into foreclosure

Condo-conversion: Building developers are usually the perpetrators of these schemes. They 
purchase apartment complexes in a housing boom, then convert them into condos. But when the 
market declines, they have too many unrented units so they recruit straw buyers with cash-back 
or additional incentives and inflate the value of the condos to obtain a larger sales price at closing. 
In addition to failing to disclose the incentives to the lender, the straw buyers’ income and asset 
information are often inflated in order for them to qualify for properties that they otherwise would be 
ineligible or unqualified to purchase. 

Warning signs include, but are not limited to:

• The borrower is barely qualified or unqualified

• Builders’ marketing materials advertise a “rent credit” or other type of credit to investors

• The purchase and sale agreements contain unusual credits

• Personal property is included in the purchase

• The appraisal seems inflated

• All comparables have inflated sales prices or value based on cash sales

• Appraisal photos do not match unit number

• Neighborhood where property is located experienced a sudden spike in volume and price after 
lagging sales
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REPORTING SUSPECTED MORTGAGE FRAUD

The FBI works closely with national associations such as the Mortgage Bankers Association, as well as 
individual lenders, and state and local law enforcement agencies, in a continual effort to define and 
combat the growing mortgage fraud problem. The Federal Trade Commission also investigates mortgage 
fraud when it is perpetrated by organizations and companies. 

You can report suspected mortgage fraud to your area FBI office, which you can locate here. You can also 
fill out the online FBI Tips and Public Leads Form. 

If you suspect mortgage fraud has been perpetrated by a company or organization, or if you suspect one 
of these has questionable business practices indicative of mortgage fraud, you can file a complaint with 
the FTC or call the 877-FTC-HELP.



TOPOUZIS  & ASSOCIATES,  P .C .

1-855-451-0841   |    webinquiry@taclosinglaw.com    |   www.taclosinglaw.com

Topouzis & Associates, P.C. is an attorney-based real estate settlement and title agency that’s rethinking 
title services. Designed for reliability, convenience and unsurpassed quality, our business model puts our 
clients’ needs first and foremost.

Our clients rely on us because they know we care about their bottom line as much as we care about 
our own. With our dedicated team of commercial and residential real estate experts, our multiple 
underwriters and an intuitive title and settlement software, we offer the best in experience, flexibility and 
automation.  

Want to find out more about our services? 

Call us at 1-855-451-0841


